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Abstract

The paper draws on the ‘feature’ in the radio histories of Australia and West-Germany in the immediate post war period. This emerging radio form was inspired by BBC traditions and served as an innovative possibility to acoustically explore the world, the nation and ideas. We deal especially with two outstanding feature productions of this time: Ernst Schnabel’s Der 29. Januar 1947 (Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk/NWDR, May 1947) and D.G. Bridson’s Australian Rhapsody (ABC/BBC Aug 1948/Jan 1949). Acknowledging these promising attempts, the BBC chose to adapt and air both features soon after their first broadcasts. Schnabel’s and Bridson’s radio journeys marked a period of new journalistic and artistic means of expression within the feature form and stimulated many successors. The features made at NWDR from these experiments also became the foundation for one of the strongest cultures of the ‘feature’ and radio documentary in the world, a tradition continuing today to influence this most ‘free’ of all radio forms.

Our research is based on the emerging field of ‘entangled’ and ‘transnational’ media history. The study combines two countries which were far apart from one another at this time, and the radio they broadcast was unknown to each other or previously diametrically opposed. But, through post war BBC intervention and influence, and later a revitalized German vision for the radio, the public broadcasting institutions of each meet and become newly entangled. Through a new critical resounding of these distinct but related works, through this meeting of North and South – and actually three traditions, British, German and Australian – we speak more widely to the neglected critical and aesthetic history of this non-fiction yet poetical form, and offer new insights to these ‘audio-visionary’ moments in radio and public broadcasting.
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